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INTRO

Google Analytics  itself offers 300+ metrics for you to keep track of. Very few of us use the entire GA suite. So we 
have carefully selected the most important metrics for you to monitor your digital performance without any 
confusion. 

And to get to GA Insights, put these metrics in the context of practical questions you need to be answered daily.



QUESTION 1

Who visits my website? Can I see how my audience trends over time?

Use information on your audience to optimize your content strategy and investment of time and resources into 
different marketing channels, and also to build a more targeted sales strategy. 

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW - Pageviews, sessions and unique users 
over time

LANGUAGES - Your audience language ranked by sessions count
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COUNTRIES- Your audience language ranked by sessions count

REGIONS- Your audience regions ranked by sessions count

CITIES - Your audience cities ranked by sessions count
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QUESTION 1

Who visits my website? Can I see how my audience trends over time?

Combine the following metrics with ENGAGEMENT RATE, CONTENT ELEMENTS and TRAFFIC SOURCES. 

NEW VS RETURNING - New and returning customers in 
one widget

DEVICES - Device category with session figures

DEMOGRAPHICS - Your audience age and gender 
breakdown

INTERESTS - Your visitors’ interests ranked by sessions

Tip: Indicates that users are more likely to be interested in 
learning about the specified category

PURCHASE INTENTS - Your audience’s interest in 
purchasing a product category - ranked by sessions
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QUESTION 2

Where does my website traffic come from?

Analyze your TRAFFIC SOURCES over time and use insights to understand what drives your traffic and where to 
focus your efforts to maximise it. Identify audience which engages with your content, paying customers or clients 
with relevant interests and rank your sources accordingly. Focus your efforts on sources with the highest value.

TRAFFIC SOURCES OVERVIEW -Sources of your traffic ranked by 
sessions

REFERRALS - Referrals ranked by sessions

MEDIUMS - Source mediums that lead to your side ranked by 
sessions
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KEYWORDS - Search keywords that lead to your site ranked by 
sessions
SOCIAL NETWORKS - Social Networks that lead to your website
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QUESTION 3

Is my website content getting better? Is it relevant to my visitors?

TIME ON SITE, BOUNCE and EXIT RATE are all quality checks for your content. Look at any drops or spikes and 
quickly identify their cause: look at your content strategy and also any changes in TRAFFIC SOURCES.

CONTENT OVERVIEW - Key performance metrics tracked over 
time - Average Time on Site, Bounce and Exit rate.
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VIEWS - Website page views over time

TIME ON SITE - Average time spent on site over time

BOUNCE RATE - Percentage of sessions in which the person 
left the property from the first page

EXIT RATE -Percentage of exits from the property that occurred 
out of the total pageviews
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QUESTION 4

Can I rank individual pages performance?

Get enough insights to optimise your website for better user experience and achieving goals such as product 
downloads, product purchase and revenue targets.

PAGES BY VIEWS - Your web pages ranked by number of 
views

PAGES BY TIME - Your web pages ranked by average time 
spent on them 
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LANDING PAGES - First page of your website a user visits 
ranked by session count

EXIT PAGES - Last page user visits on your website ranked by 
exit count

SITE SPEED - Key performance metrics for your website speed
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QUESTION 5

Does my website fulfil its objectives?

If your website is not achieving its goals, there’s almost no point in having one. A goal represents a completed 
activity or CONVERSIONS such as making a purchase (for an eCommerce website) or submitting a contact 
information form (for a marketing or lead generation site) and so on.

GOAL CONVERSION - Goal completion rate for selected medium, 
source or goal

GOAL VALUE -  Goal value for selected medium, source or goal
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GOAL ABANDONMENT - Goal abandonment rate for selected 
medium, source or goal

GOALS BY COMPLETION-  Goals ranked by Completion rate
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QUESTION 6 

Can I track my eCommerce in real-time? What is selling? What leads to a sale?

         

ECOMMERCE OVERVIEW - Your Performance overview: 
Revenue, Transactions and Conversion rate over time

ECOMMERCE TOP PRODUCTS -  Top products ranked 
by revenue

ECOMMERCE TOP CAMPAIGNS -  Top campaigns 
ranked by revenue

ECOMMERCE TRANSACTIONS -  Transactions over time 
for selected products

ECOMMERCE CONVERSION RATE -  eCommerce 
conversion rate for all or selected products
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QUESTION 6 

Can I track my eCommerce in real-time? What is selling? What leads to a sale?

         

ECOMMERCE REVENUE - Revenue over time for selected 
products

ECOMMERCE REVENUE BY KEYWORD - eCommerce 
revenue breakdown by top keywords

ECOMMERCE REVENUE BY MEDIUM - eCommerce 
revenue breakdown by medium

ECOMMERCE REVENUE BY SOURCE - eCommerce 
revenue breakdown by traffic source

ECOMMERCE REVENUE BY TRANSACTION - Average 
eCommerce transaction value
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Number and complexity of metrics in Google Analytics can be overwhelming. Instead of jumping into complex 
stuff, start from practical questions and metrics that are easy to follow and readily available.

Remember, this is your data. Get smarter now by using data you already own. These selected metrics have been 
prepared for you by OCTOBOARD. Go ahead, it will take seconds to set up. It is FREE. Simply tap the link in our 
description.

CONCLUSION
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Set up OCTOBOARD for FREE and have access to all the 
Google Analytics metrics you need in real-time!

Your Business Performance Dashboard is only a click away.
OCTOBOARD.COM
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